
REACTIVE 
 

React on external events. 
People solve problems. 

Continuously in fire-fighting mode.

ORGANIZED 
 

Professionalizing business  
tools including planning.   

Adding people to sustain growth.

DIGITIZED 
 

Automate functions within  
departments. Automation software  

takes over repetitive tasks.

CONNECTED 
 

Automation is a cornerstone to the 
business driven by (meta)data exchange 

between departments.

INTELLIGENT 
 

Artificial intelligence and machine 
learning drive business automation. 

People add value, machines avoid waste. 

 

Focus on survival. Keep the customer happy. Focus on customer retention. Focus on increasing customer stickiness. Expand through innovation, deploy new applications. Invest in technology and develop new applications and 
markets.

‘Just Do It ‘ mentality, the owner works the shop floor, 
 sleeves rolled up. Leadership is a team play. Smart individuals are recognized. Motivational leadership, embracing technology initiatives. IT centric thinking. Continuous improvement mentality. Digital transformation is embedded in company vision.

Quality relies on expertise of individuals. Quality is measured, but only to keep a single process step 
perform within tolerance.

Process, tools and resources in place to enforce industry 
standards.

Quality targets agreed upfront. Inspection systems support 
the quality monitoring process.

First time right rigorously implemented. Automated quality 
inspection with feedback loops drives continuous improvement. 

Fight deadlines with overtime. People rush to deal with problems. Leading indicators in system dashboards, but breaking into 
the planning still results in missed deadlines.

Reliable forecast in place. Ideal balance between flexibility for 
rush jobs and OTD commitment. OTD commitment is a competitive differentiator.

Vague statements on a corporate web page. Concrete efforts for a more environmental friendly 
production.

Genuine engagement in accreditation initiatives  with 
measurable results. 

Concrete environmental sustainability objectives at  
corporate level.

Environmental friendly production is a core value driver. All staff 
is engaged in reducing environmental impact of the business.

Investments driven by gut feeling. Adding hardware is 
preferred way to increase capacity.

Basic measurement of press downtime. Reduction of press 
setup time is achieved by adding more people. Focus on process improvements. OEE measurement in place. Load balancing and order 

planning in function of optimal OEE.
Best in class OEE using all available business intelligence. 
Downtime is anticipated.

BUSINESS GROWTH  

LEADERSHIP STYLE  

PRINT QUALITY  

TIMELINESS

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY  

EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS

Account managers chase orders with phone, email, an FTP 
server and a basic file system. 

Paper job bags and handwritten forms. MIS and prepress exchange a limited data set. Full MIS integration eradicates data duplication. Integrated and digitally managed processes across the 
business.

Prepress is outsourced or executed manually using non-
professional tools.

Production process translated to automated workflow.  
Repetitive tasks are automated.

Prepress editing only used to handle exceptions. Business 
systems generate (meta)data to drive the workflow. 

Prepress department operates as a 100% lights-out “robot 
cell”.  AI & historical data drive automation.

Customer approval happens on the printing press. Color management delivers reliable proofs. Approval 
happens online.

Quality targets agreed upon upfront. Good for print approval 
is a formality.

Quality targets and inspection technology eradicate need for 
approval.

Manually executed by an operator using non-professional 
tools.

Automated, but only for single designs on a single sheet. 
More intricate layouts require manual intervention. Automated step and repeat for all jobs.

Automated sheet layout and press planning for minimum press 
setup time and substrate waste.

All plate making is outsourced. Exposure settings retrieved from MIS. Prepress and platemaking are 1 department. Exposure settings 
and device queues no longer need operator intervention.

Plate making is an integral process step in prepress and fully 
automated.

There is a vague notion of equipment uptime. Production 
planning based on availability only. 

Manual press status reporting with barcode scanners. 
Planning software optimizes cost and efficiency. 

Live status data captured from all devices, including inline inspection 
systems. Order planning optimized for efficiency, cost and waste.

No human intervention required to decide which job goes on 
which press. Automated decision based on business rules. 

All toolmaking operations are outsourced. One-up design and sheet layout are done in-house using 
professional tools.  Toolmaking is outsourced.

Central design and layout department produces all die tooling. In-house tools integrated with MIS. Business rules assist the 
toolmaking process for optimal finishing equipment performance.

Unplanned manual material movements and storage of work 
in progress.

Product shipping is an integrated production step  
in an automated process. Automation and robotization in the packaging department. Fully automated, robotized packing, warehousing and internal 

logistics. Shipment planning is integrated in ERP/MIS.

Elementary web portal in MIS helps with data upload. Lots of 
data duplication in the process.

MIS only deployed in sales, admin and order handling.

In-house prepress operators use professional tools. Limited 
in-editor automation using scripting.

Incomplete implementation of color management leads to 
color matching challenge for press crew.

Still done manually, but using expert tools. Based on CAD 
manufacturing dieline.

The plate room is disconnected from prepress. Plate layout, 
cutting and mounting are manual operations.

Press status reporting relies on people. Capacity increase is 
done by adding presses. 

One-up CAD design is done in-house with general purpose 
CAD software.  Toolmaking outsourced.

Better organization of WIP. Peaks in production can be 
anticipated.

Web-based two-way communication from start to end.   
All reviews and approvals run online. Templates on a web portal to specify orders. Smart web portal integrated with MIS and prepress anticipates 

customer needs. Real-time job status info. CUSTOMER COMMUNICATION

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION  

PLATE MAKING

ARTWORK PREPARATION  

PRESS

GOOD FOR PRINT APPROVAL  

POST-PRESS

SHEET LAYOUT  

PACKING & SHIPPING LOGISTICS

LEADERSHIP CONCERNS

WORKFLOW STEPS

Digital 
Maturity 
Model
for Packaging  
Suppliers
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